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ABSTRACT
Brain computer interfaces (BCIs) have been widely adopted to
enhance human perception via brain signals with abundant spatialtemporal dynamics, such as electroencephalogram (EEG). In recent
years, BCI algorithms are moving from classical feature engineering
to emerging deep neural networks (DNNs), allowing to identify the
spatial-temporal dynamics with improved accuracy. However, existing BCI architectures are not leveraging such dynamics for hardware e�ciency. In this work, we present uBrain, a unary computing
BCI architecture for DNN models with cascaded convolutional and
recurrent neural networks to achieve high task capability and hardware e�ciency. uBrain co-designs the algorithm and hardware:
the DNN architecture and the hardware architecture are optimized
with customized unary operations and immediate signal processing
after sensing, respectively. Experiments show that uBrain, with
negligible accuracy loss, surpasses the CPU, systolic array and stochastic computing baselines in on-chip power e�ciency by 9.0⇥,
6.2⇥ and 2.0⇥.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1920s [79, 83], brain signals have been used to understand
creature behaviors, as they exhibit varying brain dynamics, i.e.,
signal patterns, in both the spatial and temporal dimensions. In
the last 30 years, various brain signal modalities [67] have been
leveraged to capture, analyze and control human brain activities
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Table 1: Comparison of BCI hardware in terms of the task
capability and hardware e�ciency. L, M and H are short for
low, medium and high, respectively. The diversity column
additionally contains the supported operations.
Platform
CPU
[41, 81]
HALO
[29]
SC-SVM
[25]
uBrain
(ours)

Task Capability
Accuracy
Diversity
67 ⇠ 98%
H
[25, 97]
(All)
67 ⇠ 85%
H (SVM,
[97]
FFT, etc.)
67 ⇠ 75%
L
[25]
(SVM)
H
91 ⇠ 95%
(CNN, RNN)

Hardware E�ciency
Sense Store Compute
L

L

L

L

M

M

L

M

H

H

H

H

via brain computer interfaces (BCIs) [1, 47]. In this work, we focus
on electroencephalogram (EEG) signals, which are collected at the
scalp without clinical surgery and dominate over 70% research in the
last decade [22]. Recently, due to the high accuracy in identifying
the spatial-temporal dynamics [70, 80, 97], deep neural networks
(DNNs) [34] have attracted research interest in the BCI community
to substitute classical feature engineering.
State-of-the-art BCI hardware is constructed as three stages,
i.e., sense-store-compute, as in Table 1. First, the sense stage utilizes
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) to transform the sampled
analog EEG signals obtained by the sensor to digital binary data.
Then the store stage uses a digital memory to bu�er all the digitized
data within a prede�ned time window. Finally, the compute stage
interacts with the digital memory and calculates the results. As
most EEG-based BCIs are designed to be lightweight, as well as
responsive in real time to the brain activities [22, 67], they usually
embed general-purpose CPUs or even GPUs [41, 81, 97], which can
�exibly execute both classical feature engineering and emerging
DNNs, o�ering varying accuracy and high task diversity. Meanwhile, in the computer architecture community, there is a trend
to optimize the hardware e�ciency of BCIs, targeting either the
entire system [29, 54] or partial stages [25, 44, 74, 84]. As examples,
Karageorgos et al. manufacture a recon�gurable binary computing BCI, HALO, with hardware optimized for diverse tasks [29].
Dedicated functional units are assigned to classical algorithms like
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
etc., while a micro-controller is responsible for extended operations with lower e�ciency. And Han et al. design SC-SVM to use
low-power stochastic computing [19, 91] to implement SVM [25].
Challenges, however, still exist and hinder the implementation
of desirable BCIs with both high task capability and hardware
e�ciency as in Table 1. First, the task capability in existing BCIs is
imbalanced in terms of accuracy and diversity, given a reasonable BCI
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(b) The proposed uBrain computes on sensed samples in bitstream format immediately without storing them.

Figure 1: BCI hardware stage. The vertical dashed and solid
lines mark the earliest start and the latest end of the compute
stage.
hardware budget. The accuracy of widely-adopted classical feature
engineering algorithms on HALO and SC-SVM is not comparable
to, e.g., on average 5.4% lower than, that of emerging DNNs running
on CPUs [70]; however, CPUs exhibit signi�cantly lower hardware
e�ciency. On the other hand, diverse BCI tasks can be executed
on CPUs and HALO, while only a single task can run on hardware
e�cient SC-SVM. Second, existing BCI hardware provides suboptimal
hardware e�ciency, due to lacking immediate signal processing after
sensing. Classical feature engineering on CPUs, HALO and SCSVM, as well as most emerging DNNs on CPUs, operates on all
binary data within a prede�ned time window, which need to be
sensed and stored before compute, introducing a delay, i.e., no
overlap, between the sense/store stage and the compute stage in
Figure 1a. Such signal processing lagging behind sensing decreases
the hardware e�ciency at all stages. At the sense stage, existing
BCIs require expensive high-resolution ADCs (12 bits or beyond [29,
67]), especially for massive signal channels (256 or 3072 channels
in [8, 54]). At the store stage, a large memory is mandatory, with
the size proportional to the window size. At the compute stage,
the hardware works on a window of data without leveraging the
time at the sense/store stage, increasing the running frequency and
power.
Our proposal to address the above challenges is uBrain, a unary
computing architecture for EEG-based BCIs by co-designing the
DNN algorithm and hardware to achieve high task capability and
hardware e�ciency in Table 1. uBrain distinguishes itself from existing designs in two aspects. First, uBrain executes emerging DNNs,
instead of classical feature engineering, with customized unary operations, and achieves high task accuracy and diversity. uBrain targets
DNN architectures [97] with cascaded convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for spatial features and recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) for temporal features, naturally o�ering higher accuracy
than feature engineering. To further guarantee high accuracy, the
DNN is optimized with customized unary operations: 1) no data
over�ow beyond the legal unary data range; 2) every operation is
deliberately matched to a highly accurate yet simple unary computing unit. Moreover, uBrain performs multiple BCI tasks using

DNNs with the same architecture but di�erent weights. Such an
algorithm-based approach requires neither �ne-tuned software nor
hardware recon�gurability, unlike with a CPU or HALO. Second,
uBrain enables simultaneous high e�ciency in all hardware stages,
due to immediate signal processing after sensing. uBrain targets to
optimize the e�ciency for the DNN above, which shows high accuracy in identifying spatial-temporal dynamics, i.e., brain signal
patterns. The adopted DNN allows unary bitstreams to �ow easily from the sensor to unary computing units without complex
interactions [99]. At the sense stage, we propose low-cost Analogto-Temporal Conversion (ATC) to directly generate temporal-coded
unary bitstreams from the sample at each timestamp in Figure 1b.
These bitstreams are immediately computed on upon arrival without waiting and storing the entire window, reducing the overhead.
At the compute stage, uBrain applies a hybrid unary binary architecture, which pipelines via inter-layer hardware time-division
multiplexing (HTDM) and overlaps with the sense/store stage to
lower the running frequency. The low frequency leads to reduced
dynamic power and enables the use of low-leakage techniques for
power e�ciency. The hardware e�ciency is further boosted by
intra-layer HTDM, which reuses the computing units. Also, we design novel unary multipliers to improve the accuracy and e�ciency.
To summarize, in the context of DNN-based BCIs, uBrain ensures
simultaneous high accuracy and e�ciency, while prior works o�er
neither e�cient execution, e.g., CPU and HALO, nor basic support,
e.g., SC-SVM.
We list the contributions of this work as follows:
• This work identi�es that existing BCIs are of task incapability
and hardware ine�ciency due to lacking immediate signal
processing after sensing. We propose a unary computing BCI,
uBrain, with algorithm-hardware co-design to overcome
above de�ciencies.
• uBrain optimizes an emerging DNN with customized unary
operations for accurate and e�cient execution. It also exhibits high task diversity by performing multiple tasks with
the same DNN architecture, i.e., requiring neither �ne-tuned
software nor hardware recon�gurability.
• uBrain’s hybrid unary binary architecture is able to perform
immediate signal processing after sensing, with high hardware e�ciency due to reduced running frequency, allowed
by Analog-to-Temporal Conversion, inter-layer hardware
time-division multiplexing (HTDM). The intra-layer HTDM
and unary multiplier innovation further boost the e�ciency
by eliminating the hardware bottleneck in existing unary
designs.
The following Section 2 reviews BCI and unary computing. Then
Section 3 and Section 4 introduce uBrain’s DNN and hardware
architectures. Next, Section 5 evaluates the performance. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this work.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we review the BCI signal modalities and frameworks,
as well as unary computing concepts.
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Brain Computer Interface

BCI is de�ned as a complete software-hardware system to manipulate brain signals with distinguished modalities to control computers for communication, classi�cation, prediction, control and
beyond in real time [14, 22, 51, 67, 73].
2.1.1 BCI Signal Modality. Depending on the electrode location,
brain signals have varying modalities [23, 43, 49, 53, 67, 76], e.g.,
Electroencephalogram (EEG), ECoG and SNA signals, etc., which
are collected at scalp, arachnoid or dura and cerebral cortex using
non-, semi- and fully-invasive electrodes. More invasiveness imposes better signal quality [39] but growing BCI power restrictions
(tens of milliwatts) [29]. Among those, EEG signals attract most
research interests [22] with applications in motor imagery [28, 77],
seizure prediction [4, 48], emotion recognition [2, 86], sleep monitoring [72, 80], speech synthesis [6, 88], odor memorization [66],
etc. In this work, we choose EEG signals to prove uBrain’s task
diversity using motor imagery and seizure prediction tasks, which
are also present in HALO [29].
2.1.2 EEG-Based BCI Framework. Classical BCI frameworks for
EEG signals based on feature engineering consist of �ve stages [5,
15, 36, 65, 67–69] in Figure 2, formulating a closed-loop system.
The signal acquisition and feedback stimulus stages involve hardware electrodes, while others utilize either general-purpose software [41, 81] or specialized hardware [29]. Raw signals are sampled by sensors at 10 ⇠ 5000Hz [87] and later digitized by ADCs
with 12 ⇠ 16 bits [29, 67]. Then the digital data are sliced into
windows and denoised in the pre-processing stage. Next, useful
features for the target task are extracted from the denoised signals.
The following stage performs classi�cation via classical machine
learning algorithms to determine the proper action. According to
the task purpose, the optional feedback electrodes will send out
the expected stimulus back to the subject. Also, adjacent stages
require communication if not integrated together. The latency
of BCIs ranges from tens of milliseconds [29, 89] to several seconds [4, 10, 18, 31, 37, 64, 88] according to the task. However, human reaction and movement time1 to events is usually between
200 ⇠ 400ms [11, 27, 33]. Therefore, we bound the BCI latency
budget to 250ms in this work.
1 The
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Figure 2: Classical and emerging EEG-based BCI frameworks.
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reaction and movement time are the elapsed time from the event occurrence
to the event realization and from the event realization to the event reaction for a
subject [11, 27, 33], respectively.
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Figure 3: DNN with a cascaded CNN-LSTM architecture to
classify motor imagery based on EEG signals. Positional mapping maintains the relative position among electrodes in the
mesh clip at timestamp C (MCC ).
As EEG signals vary according to location, and also �uctuate
through time, both spatial and temporal features exist in EEG signals, for which DNNs like convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [20,
36, 40] and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [6, 42, 56, 80] are
leveraged, achieving 5.4% accuracy boost on average [70]. Besides
the accuracy bene�t, DNNs can further merge multiple stages in
classical frameworks, including pre-processing, feature extraction
and classi�cation, into a single stage in Figure 2, lowering the complexity.
Zhang et al. [97] introduce a DNN architecture in Figure 3 with
cascaded CNN and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [26] to simultaneously learn the spatial and temporal features for motor
imagery, i.e., classifying which motor is imagined in the brain. The
brain signals are collected at 128Hz by 64 electrodes spreading
out the scalp. Signals at timestamp C are organized as a mesh clip,
MCC , where the relative location among the electrodes is preserved
with positional mapping to extract the spatial features with matrix
convolution (Conv) and fully connected matrix multiplication (FC).
Next, the cascaded LSTM layers extract the temporal features from
the spatial features at total , timestamps. The spatial features at
di�erent timestamps can be extracted in parallel, while the adjacent
temporal feature extraction is sequential. At the output, a head, i.e.,
a FC layer, is applied for �nal classi�cation among �ve categories.
In this work, uBrain uses a similar but lightweight DNN, compared
to the original design from Zhang et al. [97]. The DNN is optimized
with unary computing speci�c operations for hardware accuracy
and e�ciency, and trained on separate datasets for di�erent tasks
for high task diversity. As DNNs have been widely used in various
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human signals [16], it is possible to extend uBrain to non-EEG
signals with proper training, which is beyond the scope of this
work.
One appeal in DNN-based BCIs is in-situ training for optimal
personalization. However, Zhang et al. [97] showcase that their
human test accuracy surpasses best classical accuracy by 8%, i.e.,
non-optimal yet accurate enough for personal use. As such, we
leave in-situ training to future work.
Another important aspect of BCIs is power consumption. Commercial BCI systems [24, 58, 59] can have around 200mW total
power [58]. They spend 50 ⇠ 100mW on signal acquisition, preprocessing and/or communication, but support no compute. uBrain is
envisioned as the compute engine in HALO-like BCI systems, covering the signal acquisition to classi�cation stages. uBrain imposes
no changes to the interfaces of the communication and feedback
stimulus modules and can be plugged into commercial BCI systems
with minimal added complexity, classi�cation error and power overhead (around 30mW as evaluated in Section 5.5). On-chip compute
in uBrain further saves power in communication.
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Figure 5: Bipolar unary computing units. Thin and thick
lines represent unary and binary connections. RNG: random
number generator; CMP: comparator; PC: parallel counter;
ACC: accumulator. Logic to generate input bitstreams is not
shown.

2.2.1 Data Representation. The rate- and temporal-coded bitstreams
relate the data value to the ratio of bit 1s, but are featured with
di�erent bit distributions in Figure 4, i.e., random and deterministic
distributions, respectively. The deterministic distribution requires
all bit 1s ahead of all bit 0s, or vice versa. The bitstream value
depends on not only the ratio of bit 1s, but also the polarity. The
unipolar and bipolar bitstreams refer to unsigned and sign data with
the legal value range of [0, 1] and [ 1, 1], respectively. Given # -bit
binary value % as the ratio of bit 1s, unipolar and bipolar bitstreams
of length 2# are valued +D=8 = % and +18 = 2% 1. uBrain applies
both codings for high task accuracy and hardware e�ciency.

digital hardware. Khatamifard et al. further connect the MTJ devices in the design of Onizawa et al. [63] with the analog memory
to produce rate-coded bitstreams for image processing [30]. On
the contrary, these works [3, 17, 38] leverage analog comparators
for bitstream generation. The sensed raw data is compared to an
analog reference signal, which can be produced by either feeding
a digital RNG output to a Digital-Analog Converter [3] or a linear
ramp generator [17].
In this work, instead of leveraging rate-coded bitstreams from
analog-to-stochastic conversion, we propose to generate temporalcoded bitstreams in unary computing with the help of Analog-toTemporal Conversion (ATC) and achieve immediate signal processing after sensing. The temporal-coded bitstreams from ATC are
directly consumed by the following compute units, overlapping
the sense and compute stages. Such a behaviour is similar to the
voltage-to-time conversion in time-based ADCs [52, 57, 96], which
simply accumulates the bitstreams towards the �nal voltage with
4-11 bits [57] and exhibits orders of power reduction for data resolution higher than 8 bits [57]. The interaction between the sensor and
the computing units is also simpler in uBrain via directly streaming
than in a CPU via acknowledgement protocols [99].

2.2.2 Analog-to-Stochastic Conversion. Conventionally, rate- or
temporal-coded bitstreams are generated by comparing the bu�ered
source data with a random number generator or counter output in
the digital domain in Figure 5a. However, the digital units to generate unary bitstreams are more expensive compared to the analog
counterparts. There exist explorations into the low-cost conversion
of analog signals into rate-coded bitstreams for image processing applications [3, 17, 30, 38, 63], i.e., analog-to-stochastic conversion. Onizawa et al. leverage Magnetic-Tunnel Junction (MTJ)
devices [63], whose state switching is probabilistic. With proper
con�gurations, a rate-coded bitstream with its value linear to the
analog input amplitude can be generated, eliminating the need for

2.2.3 Unary Multiplier and Adder. Working on bitstreams, unary
computing units like the multiplier and adder can be extremely simple. Figure 5 presents the bipolar multiplier and adders to compose
a highly accurate unary computing architecture for general matrix
multiply (GEMM) in uGEMM [91, 92], which is a fully streaming
design [93], requiring no interconversion between unary bitstreams
and binary data before the �nal output. The static multiplier, with
the weight statically bu�ered, accepts an arbitrary input bitstream
and a rate-coded weight bitstream. AND gate A and B with the
corresponding CMP and RNG act as unipolar multipliers and are responsible for input bit 0 and 1. The RNGs for A and B are separately
updated by the input bit 0 and 1 continuously for high accuracy,

2.2

Unary Computing

Unary computing works on serial bitstreams with extremely simple
logic [91]. The bitstreams can be either rate- or temporal-coded in
stochastic [19] or temporal computing [45], with applications in
image processing [3], low-density parity-check [82, 90], DNN [50,
75], DNA sequencing [45], etc.
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Table 2: uBrain DNN con�guration.
Layer
CNN

Conv1
Conv2
FC3

RNN

MGU4

Head

FC5
FC6

Shape
Input
Output
(10, 1, 10, 11)
(10, 16, 10, 11)
(10, 16, 10, 11)
(10, 32, 10, 11)
(10, 32 ⇤ 10 ⇤ 11)
(10, 256)
(10, 256)
64
64

(10, 64)
5
2

3.2
Activation

HardReLU
HardReLU
HardReLU
HardSigmoid
HardTanh
HardTanh
HardTanh

Recurrent Neural Network for Temporal
Features

The RNN applies Minimal Gated Unit (MGU), which has only half
the weights yet similar accuracy [98] to LSTM in Figure 3. The
original MGU is formulated in Equation 2, where C is the timestamp,
G and ⌘ are the input and output vectors, 5 is the forget gate vector,
= is the new gate vector, and F is the weight matrix. ⇤ is matrix
multiplication, is elementwise multiplication, and [, ] is vector
concatenation.
5C = Sigmoid(F 5 ⇤ [⌘C 1, GC ])
⌘C 1, GC ])

=C = Tanh(F= ⇤ [5C

⌘C = (1

i.e., the weight applies conditional bitstream generation [91]. Also,
RNGs can be shared by weights with an identical input, as those
RNGs are always synchronously updated by that input. On the
other hand, the bipolar adders accept rate-coded bitstreams for
accuracy. The scaled adder averages the input by �rst summing all
input bits, and then accumulating the sum, whose carry bit is the
output bit. The non-scaled adder calculates the sum of inputs by
�rst summing all inputs, and then clipping the sum when the sum
exceeds the legal bipolar data range. In this work, above designs
will be uBrain subunits. In addition, we design novel multipliers
for both rate and temporal coding for high task accuracy and hardware e�ciency, by eliminating the hardware bottleneck to generate
bitstreams from the costly RNG and CMP.

3

CUSTOMIZED DNN FOR UNARY
COMPUTING

uBrain adopts the DNN in Table 2, which is similar to that in Figure 3 but lightweight: 1) it works on 10 samples as a window, and
2) it contains a CNN and RNN for spatial and temporal features,
and two classi�cation heads, one each per task. It is optimized
with customized unary operations for high accuracy: 1) DNN data
are constrained to [ 1, 1] to avoid compute over�ow; 2) all operations match highly accurate yet simple unary computing units.
The weight constraint is achieved using weight decay [35] during
training, while the layer input/output constraint is illustrated as
follows.

3.1

Convolutional Neural Network for Spatial
Features

The CNN includes two Conv layers and one FC layer in Table 2.
Conv layers have the kernel size of (3, 3) and the stride size of 1.
The shape parameters in (10, 2, 10, 11) from left to right represent
that 1) the window size is 10, 2) the channel number is 2, 3) the mesh
clip size is 10-by-11 in Figure 3. For FC layers, the �rst parameter
10 is the window size, and the second is the input/output size. The
activation function is HardReLU, instead of ReLU [55] in Equation 1.
The HardReLU clips the output at 1, constraining it to [ 1, 1].
ReLU(G) = max(0, G)
HardReLU(G) = max(0, min(1, G))

(1)

5C )

=C + 5C

(2)

⌘C 1

However, this standard MGU yields neither high unary accuracy
nor hardware area and power e�ciency. We �rst replace Sigmoid
and Tanh with HardSigmoid and HardTanh, which are initially
proposed for binary neural networks with data limited to 1 and
+1 [13]. HardSigmoid and HardTanh are formulated in Equation 3.
They approximate Sigmoid and Tanh with piecewise linear functions and signi�cantly simplify the unary hardware design. More
speci�cally, HardSigmoid can be implemented with a two-input
scaled adder in Figure 5b with high accuracy [91]. On the other
hand, HardTanh means to directly forward the bitstream. For example, if multiple input bitstreams are added with the non-scaled
unary adder in Figure 5c, HardTanh naturally exists at the output.
HardSigmoid(G) = max(0, min(1, (G + 1)/2))
HardTanh(G) = max( 1, min(1, G))

(3)

Our MGU architecture with customized unary operations is
shown in Equation 4, where all additions, i.e., the accumulation in
matrix multiplication and conventional addition, are non-scaled
additions, which naturally invoke HardTanh.
5C = HardSigmoid(HardTanh(F 5 ⇤ [⌘C 1, GC ]))
⌘C 1, GC ])

=C = HardTanh(F= ⇤ [5C

⌘C = HardTanh((1

3.3

5C )

=C + 5C

(4)

⌘C 1 )

Head for Multiple Tasks

To reuse the same DNN architecture for di�erent tasks, i.e., motor
imagery and seizure prediction, we assign one head to each task.
The head input, of size 64, is the MGU output in the last timestamp. On the other hand, the head output is of size 5 for motor
imagery and 2 for seizure prediction. These head layers, i.e., FC5
and FC6, apply the non-scaled adder for accumulation, equivalent
to appending HardTanh.
The above operations are low cost yet yield high accuracy in
unary computing. Together with the multiplier innovation in the
next section, all uBrain operations match high-quality, i.e., accurate
and e�cient, unary computing units.

4

UBRAIN ARCHITECTURE

Our uBrain architecture, which operates on bipolar unary bitstreams, proposes fundamental improvements in Analog-to-Temporal
Conversion, inter-layer and intra-layer hardware time-division multiplexing (HTDM) and unary multipliers. With these innovations,
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Figure 6: Analog-to-temporal conversion built on analog
memory and comparator (CMP), and linear ramp generator (LRG).
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uBrain achieves immediate signal processing after sensing for high
hardware e�ciency.

Analog-to-Temporal Conversion

The proposed low-cost Analog-to-Temporal Conversion (ATC),
which is based on simple o�-the-shelf subunits, is shown in Figure 6. The sensor samples the brain signals. At each timestamp, one
sample is stored and compared to a ramp signal to obtain a temporalcoded bitstream in Figure 4, which o�ers better accuracy control
than a rate-coded bitstream in existing designs [3, 17, 30, 38, 63],
due to less randomness. These bitstreams are then directly consumed by the Conv1 layer without costly digital bu�ers. Moreover,
ATC naturally allows Conv1 to utilize our proposed static multiplier
for temporal coding so as to save more hardware.
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Figure 7: Hybrid unary binary architecture in uBrain. The
dashed lines separate the hardware into blocks. Each block
is standalone hardware, corresponding to one layer in Table 2 and having binary output calculated by internal unary
computing units. Each arrow, except the one from ATC to
Conv1, represents a double bu�er connecting adjacent hardware blocks.
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Inter-Layer Hardware Time-Division
Multiplexing

Unlike prior fully streaming unary computing architectures [91],
uBrain is a hybrid unary binary architecture [93] (shown in Figure 7)
where interconversion between unary bitstreams and binary data is
mandatory before the �nal output. uBrain separates the hardware
into blocks with equal runtime, bounded by the inverse of the
input sampling rate. Such separation using double bu�ering enables
both easy accuracy control and hardware pipelining, which further
allows layerwise bitstream coding and inter-layer HTDM. As in

Figure 8: uBrain spatial-temporal data�ow with inter-layer
hardware time-division multiplexing. Each number is a
timestamp. Data from each timestamp proceed through the
hardware, except that FC5 and FC6 compute on last timestamp results. In other words, a single layer maps to only one
hardware block.
Figure 7, uBrain uses temporal coding for Conv1 inputs and all
weights in layers other than Conv1 and MGU4. Weights, whose
amount is higher than input, applying temporal coding reduces
the hardware cost as temporal coding using counters is generally
cheaper than rate coding using RNGs. Then CNN blocks always
pass the output to the next block, while the RNN (MGU4) block
feeds the output to both itself and two head blocks, i.e., FC5 and FC6.
At a timestamp C, the data timestamps of di�erent hardware blocks
are labelled in Figure 7. In total, data from 5 consecutive timestamps
can co-exist simultaneously. uBrain’s spatial-temporal data�ow is
presented in Figure 8. Each block labelled with the timestamp is
multiplexed at each timestamp, i.e., inter-layer HTDM. With input
sampling frequency 5B = 128Hz and window size , = 10, total
) = 14/128 ⇤ 1000 = 109.375ms is required for computation, less
than half of the 250ms time budget in Section 2.1.2. Overlapping
the sense/store and compute stages drops the running frequency,
decreases the dynamic power and enables low-leakage techniques
for power e�ciency.

4.3

Conv and FC Layers

All Conv and FC layers in the CNN and heads are GEMM operations followed by hard activations, i.e., HardReLU or HardTanh,
and consist of both rate and temporal coding for unary computing.
The input and weight bitstreams participate in unary computing
and are �nally converted back to binary outputs, followed by the
correspondent activation functions. Examples for those layers are
drawn in Figure 9.
4.3.1 Static Multiplier for Temporal Coding. The inputs in all layers
are rate-coded by comparing the input and the RNG output, except
those in the Conv1 layer, which are temporal-coded bitstreams from
ATC. The proposed static multiplier for temporal coding, which has
a statically bu�ered source data applying temporal coding, is shown
in Figure 10. This design implicitly forces conditional bitstream
generation [91]. More speci�cally, in Figure 5a, continuous logic
1s �rst update the bottom RNG with the top RNG disabled, then
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Figure 9: Conv and FC architecture without and with intralayer hardware time-division multiplexing (HTDM). Thin
and thick lines represent unary and binary connections.
(a) Disabling intra-layer HTDM means an equal number of
unary computing units in circle and double bu�ered outputs
in rectangle; (b) intra-layer HTDM by halving the computing
units once needs two rounds of compute, with each for half
outputs. Intra-layer HTDM increases the running frequency
to maintain runtime.
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Figure 10: Static multiplier for temporal coding. By hybridizing rate and temporal coding, conditional bitstream generation is enforced implicitly at lower cost than that in Figure 5a.
continuous logic 0s update the top RNG with the bottom RNG
disabled. This is is equivalent to one RNG used �rst by logic 1s and
then by logic 0s with an implicit always-on enable, which is exactly
the case in Figure 10. As such, our design o�ers identical accuracy
and half cost compared to that in Figure 5a. Considering the large
portion of multiplication in DNNs, this design signi�cantly reduces
the total hardware area and power. Moreover, a single RNG and
CNT can be aggressively shared by all multipliers, further reducing
the hardware ratio of RNG and CNT to almost zero, i.e., eliminating
the hardware bottleneck for bitstream generation in existing unary
designs [30, 91, 93]. This is achieved by that 1) for all rate-coded
bitstreams, given identical initial RNG states, continuously updated
RNGs, i.e., with an implicit always-on enable, always have identical
outputs, and 2) all temporal-coded bitstreams are generated using
counters, which are always identical. Note that such hybrid coding
for static binary data is symmetric, i.e., the coding for inputs and
weights can be exchanged with each other without accuracy drop.
Considering practical hardware implementations with a limited
fanout, the less expensive temporal coding favors whichever with
a higher quantity for more savings. As such, we assign temporal
coding to weights, except those in Conv1.
4.3.2 Binary Accumulation. The unary products are accumulated
to binary data using the parallel counter logic followed by an accumulator in Figure 5c. Then the binary outputs are processed with
the activation functions. With double bu�ering, the computation
of adjacent layers can be pipelined and overlapped. For example, in
Figure 9a, the red bu�ers collect the binary results from the current

layer, while the gray bu�ers generate rate-coded input bitstreams
for the next layer.
4.3.3 Intra-Layer Hardware Time-Division Multiplexing. As each
output operates on the same inputs but di�erent weights, a fully
parallel design in Figure 9a is a SIMD architecture via broadcasting, and the SIMD degree is the output count. Therefore, HTDM
allows trade-o�s among area, frequency and power. For example,
in Figure 9a, there are 4 outputs calculated from identical inputs.
Given target input sampling frequency 5B , the maximum runtime
of each layer block is C1 = 1/5B . With data resolution of =1 , the
bitstream length is ;1 = 2=1 . When disabling intra-layer HDTM, all
outputs are simultaneously calculated, and the running frequency
of this layer block is 51 = 5B ⇤ ;1 = 5B ⇤ 2=1 . If we halve the number
of computing units once in Figure 9b, 1 = 1, instead of 1 = 0
in Figure 9a, the running frequency is 51 = 5B ⇤ 2=1 +1 . In general,
halving the hardware 1 times leads to the running frequency
51 = 5B ⇤ 2=1 + 1 . Such a trade-o� o�ers more opportunities to meet
the power budget. Moreover, scheduling the halved computing units
according to the output is done with a state machine, signi�cantly
cheaper than the micro-controller used in existing designs [29].
uBrain applies varying levels of intra-layer HTDM to di�erent
layers, based on their weight count. The Conv1 and Conv2 layers
have much less weights than the computing units, and aggressive intra-layer HTDM is applied to the computing units, with all
weights stored on-chip. The FC3 layer with total 256 outputs has
over 0.9M weights, and the computing units must be multiplexed
to reduce the cost. We halve the computing units log2 256 = 8 times
and compute only 1 output at a time. Additionally, all weights are
stored in an o�-chip DRAM, and double bu�ering is applied to the
weights to hidden the latency. uBrain requires much lower DRAM
bandwidth than existing designs, exhibiting higher e�ciency at
the store stage in spite of this additional DRAM to store the DNN
model. For the �nal head layers, i.e., FC5 and FC6, due to their small
size, no intra-layer HTDM is employed.

4.4

MGU Layer

The MGU4 layer in RNN applies rate coding for all inputs and
weights, leading to a fully streaming, thus fully parallel, architecture with no interconversion between unary bitstreams and binary
data before the �nal output, as shown in Figure 11. The rate-coded
input bitstream GC is generated from the double bu�er in the previous FC3 layer. The concatenation of GC and other bitstreams is
in unary domain and requires no hardware. The two matrix multiplications (MatMul) are both implemented with bipolar static
multiplier in Figure 5a with the non-scaled adder in Figure 5c for
accumulation, so that each MatMul naturally has a HardTanh followed. Then a HardSigmoid, implemented as the scaled adder in
Figure 5b, generates 5C after MatMul-F 5 . The �nal non-scaled adder
also has a subsequent, yet inherent, HardTanh. The input to this
adder is separated into three parts. The �rst part is =C , the output
of MatMul-F= . The second part is 5C ⌘C 1 , generated by the static
multiplier from Figure 5a, as now the ⌘C 1 acts as the statically
bu�ered weight. This product is then concatenated with GC as the
input to MatMul-F= . The third part is 5C =C , which is implemented by inverting the bipolar elementwise product of 5C =C
calculated in the proposed in-stream multiplier painted with green.
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Figure 11: MGU4 architecture in Equation 4. Rounded rectangles are unary computing units, while rectangles are binary
memory units with double bu�ering. Thin and thick lines
represent unary and binary connections, respectively. The
concatenation (Concat) in unary domain requires no hardware. MatMul-F 5 and -F= are two matrix multiplications for
weight F 5 and F= .

Here the in-stream [94, 95] multiplier refers to that both input and
output are arbitrarily rate-coded bitstreams with arbitrary correlation. Eventually, the sum are converted back to the binary domain
as ⌘C . The ⌘C 1 is double bu�ered and converted to the unary domain, acting as both the output to the heads, i.e., FC5 and FC6, and
the feedback to the MGU4 itself.
In this architecture, the fully streaming behavior is enabled by
double bu�ering, while the accuracy is determined by the computing units. Though the static multiplier, scaled and non-scaled
adders from [91] are proved to be highly accurate, the elementwise
in-stream multiplier in green, which takes arbitrarily rate-coded input bitstreams may not o�er high accuracy, if implemented naively.
Here, the two bitstreams are 5C from HardSigmoid and =C from
MatMul-F= , and no explicit conditional bitstream generation in
Figure 5a can be enforced for high accuracy. To address this, we
propose an in-stream multiplier with approximate conditional bitstream generation in Figure 12. This in-stream multiplier di�ers
from the static multiplier in that the static multiplier has a statically
bu�ered binary data, while our in-stream multiplier has an approximated binary data using a shift register and a parallel counter.
One of the two input bitstreams remains unchanged, e.g., input
0, while the other input bitstream, e.g., input 1, is fed to the shift
register, which keeps a record of the recent history. Then the parallel counter accumulates the bits in the shift register and uses the
sum as an approximate value of the expected binary data. Based on
the approximate value, a new rate-coded bitstream for input 1 is
generated conditionally based on input 0.

5

CMP

input 1

MatMul-wn
HardTanh
nt

Concat
MatMul-wf
HardTanh

A
RNG

EVALUATION

In this section, uBrain is evaluated against existing designs based on
CPU or accelerators, with respect to application accuracy, hardware
area, frequency, latency, power and energy.

B
PC

RNG
CMP

Figure 12: In-stream multiplier for rate coding. The shift
register (SR) and parallel counter (PC) approximate one input
to achieve approximate conditional bitstream generation.

5.1

Experimental Setup

5.1.1 DNN Training and Inference. We use dataset [21, 71] for motor imagery and [78] for seizure prediction, with sampling frequencies of 128Hz and 8Hz. The motor imagery dataset contains �ve
categories, i.e., eye closed, both feet, both �sts, left �st and right
�st, with 468024 training and 156235 testing samples. The seizure
prediction dataset contains two categories, i.e., onset or no onset,
with 117265 training and 39263 testing samples. All samples have
an equally sized window, including the mesh clips from 10 consecutive timestamps. The training and inference with post-training
quantization are done using an open-source unary computing simulator, UnarySim [91, 92]. We use cross entropy loss and Adam
optimizer with 0.00005 weight decay and 0.001 initial learning rate.
The learning rate scheduler is CosineAnnealingWarmRestarts with
50 restart epochs out of 900 total epochs.
5.1.2 Evaluation Methodology. Given highly diverse BCI platforms,
the evaluation requires fairness with respect to functionality, latency, and power, etc. We ensure that 1) all BCIs cover identical
functionalities from signal acquisition to classi�cation, 2) all BCIs
reach a similar level of accuracy, even with sensor errors considered, 3) all BCIs meet the real-time requirement, indicated by the
human reaction and movement time, and 4) all BCIs run at the
frequency constrained by the real-time requirement under an identical technology node for each stage to avoid power consumption
more-than-necessary. However, we believe that fairness is still a
long-term goal for architecting BCIs, due to 1) inaccurate error
modelling, and 2) inaccurate performance modelling, etc.
5.1.3 BCI Hardware. We evaluate the hardware sense, store and
compute stages of uBrain against three baselines, including CPU,
systolic array and stochastic computing BCIs. Among all stages,
the sense stage results of all designs are analytically modelled from
existing literature and scaled to 65nm technology. The sense stages
in three baselines are based on neural ADCs [32], while the subunits
in uBrain ATC are taken from prior works [30, 46, 85]. The results
for the store and compute stages in the CPU and systolic baselines
are reported by analyzing the DNN execution results with built-in
tools [61] and by an open-source systolic array simulator [93], while
those in the stochastic baseline and uBrain are both obtained by
synthesizing the RTL using Synopsys Design Compiler with TSMC
32nm technology. The synthesis frequencies are as follows: 1) the
frequency of the systolic baseline is 400MHz; 2) the frequency
of FC3 in the stochastic baseline and uBrain is 33.6MHz. 3) the
frequency of all rest layers in the stochastic baseline and uBrain
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is 4.2MHz. Those are selected to meet the latency requirement: 1)
the systolic baseline does not process signals right after sensing
and has signi�cantly high frequency; 2) the stochastic baseline and
uBrain both immediately process signals after sensing to utilize low
frequency and low-leakage techniques, including high threshold
voltage and low supply voltage, which are not applicable to the
systolic array at 400MHz. The DRAM results in non-CPU designs
are reported by CACTI [9] at 22nm technology.
CPU Baseline. The CPU baseline is the NVIDIA Jetson Nano
Developer Kit [60], which has a quad-core ARM A57 [7] with a
maximum frequency of 1479MHz and a 4GB LPDDR4 [62], as well
as a GPU. The CPU and DRAM area numbers are scaled to 32nm
and 22nm technology for fair comparison. And we enable only one
out of four cores in ARM A57 and exclude the GPU to retrieve
the power consumption without technology scaling. The real-time
requirement is )  , /5B , where ) is the total runtime of the
computing stage, , and 5B are the total timestamps in a window
and the sampling frequency at the sense stage. The CPU running
frequency is tuned to satisfy the real-time requirement, i.e., the
computation for the current , timestamps is always completed
before the data collection of the next , timestamps is done. For
example, in Figure 1a, the computation of the �rst 10 timestamps
starts at the tenth timestamp and must end before the twentieth
timestamp, as the data from the next window are ready.
Systolic Baseline. The systolic baseline is a binary computing
systolic array for edge computing from [12, 93]. It has 12-row-by14-column of processing elements, 192KB on-chip SRAM and a
16MB o�-chip DDR3 with 22nm technology. Its running frequency
is also tuned to meet the real-time requirement in a similar manner
to the CPU baseline.
Stochastic Baseline. This baseline is a stochastic computing version of uBrain, already bene�ting from customized unary operations and immediate signal processing after sensing. All data apply
rate coding and all multipliers follow that from uGEMM [91] in
Figure 5a, identical to uBrain. However, as there exists no prior
in-stream multiplier for rate coding, i.e., accurate unary multiplier
with arbitrary input correlation, the stochastic baseline needs unarybinary interconversion followed by static multipliers to replace the
in-stream multiplier in MGU4. The layerwise real-time requirement
is given by Equation 5, where C1 , 51 , ;1 , =1 and 1 are per block
runtime, frequency, bitstream length, binary data resolution and the
Õ
count of logic halving. And the resultant total runtime is ) = C1 .
C1 = ;1 ⇤ 2

1

/51 = 2

=1

⇤2

1

/51 = 2

=1 +

1

/51 = 1/5B

(5)

Note for the MGU4 layer with data interconversion, its actual ;1 , i.e.,
computing cycles, doubles compared to that in the uBrain MGU4
layer, thus doubling the running frequency compared to that in
uBrain. Both inter- and intra-layer HTDM are applied to CNN
layers. The Conv1 and Conv2 layers traverse all possible intra-layer
HTDM to �nd di�erent implementations. The FC3 layer is halved 8
times to improve on-chip hardware e�ciency; otherwise, an extra
on-chip SRAM of size 1.25MB is necessary to store the weight,
introducing about 4.5mm2 area and 340mW power overheads. And
this holds for both the stochastic baseline and uBrain. We choose

three di�erent implementations for comparison, namely SC, SCA and SC-P. SC is an implementation with no intra-layer HTDM
for both Conv1 and Conv2, which exhibits the largest area and
power. Then SC-A has the minimum area, i.e., the most aggressive
intra-layer HTDM for both Conv1 and Conv2. This implementation
always computes a single output at a time for both Conv1 and
Conv2. Finally, SC-P exhibits the minimum power by individually
selecting the con�gurations for Conv1 and Conv2 for minimized
power. The con�gurations in SC-P do not necessarily correspond
to those in SC-A, as though the SC-A has a smaller area, thus
smaller leakage power, the running frequency increases to raise the
dynamic power. Though the con�guration di�ers from each other,
those implementations have identical accuracy.
uBrain. For the proposed uBrain architecture, we also have three
di�erent implementations with identical accuracy, i.e., uBrain, uBrainA and uBrain-P. Similar to the stochastic baseline, uBrain has no
intra-layer HTDM in Conv1 and Conv2, while uBrain-A and uBrainP have the best area and power by varying intra-layer HTDM. The
layerwise real-time requirement is also given by Equation 5.

5.2

Accuracy

We examine both the overall classi�cation accuracy for both motor imagery and seizure prediction and the layerwise numerical
accuracy according to the layer type in Figure 13.
5.2.1 Task Accuracy. The trained DNNs for motor imagery and
seizure prediction only have 0.002% and 0.001% weights beyond
[ 1, 1] due to weight decay, achieving 95.1% and 91.3% FP32 accuracy, respectively, with the corresponding accuracy comparison
shown in Figure 13a and Figure 13b. We observe that higher data
resolution, i.e., larger bitwidth and bitstream length, yields higher
accuracy for both tasks. When the binary data resolution is # = 10,
the inference accuracy drop of uBrain, compared to FP32 for motor
imagery and seizure prediction, is about 1.0% and 3.2%, demonstrating that uBrain provides high task capability in terms of both
accuracy and diversity. Note that training the DNN will even mitigate such accuracy drop. Additionally, to model the inaccuracy
of non-conventional ATC, we deliberately inject 0 ⇠ 5% random
uniform errors to each input bitstream, i.e., reaching down to 4.3-bit
resolution, even though there exists extensive research on ATClike circuits [52, 57] with up to 11-bit resolution [57]. Overlapped
accuracy in Figure 13, i.e., no accuracy drop, indicates that uBrain
is robust enough under modelled errors.
5.2.2 Accuracy of Conv and FC Layers. Figure 13c draws the accuracy of di�erent layers in CNN and heads for the systolic baseline
and uBrain. The SC result is ignored, as the stochastic baseline has
identical accuracy to uBrain for those layers. The input to each layer
is randomly generated but identical for di�erent designs, and the
resultant error is averaged across multiple runs. It is observed that
uBrain layers have similar accuracy to the others at high data resolution. The systolic results show lower errors than uBrain, due to 1)
the deterministic computation and 2) higher output resolution [93],
i.e., two # -bit inputs produce a 2# -bit product. Furthermore, as
the bitstream length grows, the error of those layers gradually decreases, though the decrease rate becomes more trivial with a larger
bitstream length.
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(a) Classi�cation accuracy of motor imagery task.

(a) Total BCI area breakdown in log scale. All baselines have the same
sensing ADC, and non-CPU designs have the same o�-chip DRAM.
(b) Classi�cation accuracy of seizure prediction task.

(c) RMSE and STD of the Conv and FC layers. For each curve, the data points
from left to right represent Conv1, Conv2, FC3, FC5 and FC6.

(d) RMSE and STD of the MGU4 layer. For each curve, the data points from
left to right represent the output RMSE from timestamp 0 to 9.

Figure 13: Accuracy comparison. The accuracy of 32-bit
�oating-point CPU, �xed-point systolic array, stochastic
computing baselines and uBrain are denoted as FP32, Systolic, SC and uBrain, respectively. The horizontal axis refers
to binary data resolution. The binary data resolution, # , represents # -bit binary data for the systolic baseline and 2# -bit
unary bitstream for the systolic baseline and uBrain. The
vertical axis refers to classi�cation accuracy in (a) and (b),
and root mean square error (RMSE) compared to FP32 in (c)
and (d). The dashed lines in (a) and (b) are uBrain results with
injected errors. The shadow in (c) and (d) is error standard
deviation (STD).

5.2.3 Accuracy of MGU Layer. Due to the iterative computation
in the MGU4 layer, i.e., current output is fed back to itself as input
at the next timestamp, we examine the output accuracy after each
iteration from total 10 iterations, corresponding to the window
size of 10 in the adopted DNN. The accuracy results are shown in
Figure 13d. With more iterations, more errors are accumulated in
all designs. For this layer, uBrain has worse accuracy than both
systolic and stochastic baselines, as the uBrain MGU4 layer have a
fully streaming architecture internally. Then, identical to the Conv
and FC layers, longer bitstreams lead to lower errors in the MGU4
layer.
Above results demonstrate that optimizing DNNs with customized
unary operations, i.e., 1) constraining DNN data to legal unary data
range and 2) matching operations to accurate unary computing units,
guarantees simultaneous high task accuracy and diversity. For the
following hardware evaluation, we focus on motor imagery, as the
insights are qualitatively applicable to seizure prediction. The evaluated systolic array has 8-bit data, while the stochastic baseline and
uBrain have 10-bit data to provide similar accuracy as in Figure 13a

(b) Layerwise area of the stochastic baseline and uBrain. Decomposed subunits include input and weight bu�er (BUF), random number generator
(RNG), counter (CNT), comparator (CMP) and parallel counter for accumulation (PC), while the rest logic contains activation function units, AND
and XNOR gates in unary multipliers, multiplexers and demultiplexers for
intra-layer HTDM, etc. As FC3, MGU4, FC5 and FC6 have �xed intra-layer
HTDM, only the SC and uBrain results for those are shown.

Figure 14: Area comparison.
and Figure 13b. Note that 7-bit systolic array is the smallest to offer higher accuracy than 10-bit uBrain, but introduces fractional
accesses to byte-addressable memories with insigni�cant hardware
savings; therefore, it is not selected as the baseline.

5.3

Area

5.3.1 Total Area. The total BCI area breakdown is given in Figure 14a, including sense, store and compute stages. For the sense
stage, the ADC area in all baselines is identical, 12.3⇥ larger than the
ATC area in uBrain. For the store stage, CPU, systolic and stochastic
baselines store inputs in o�-chip DRAM, as well as DNN weights.
On the contrary, uBrain only stores DNN weights in DRAM, as the
input temporal-coded bitstreams from ATC directly participate in
computation. As the FC3 weights actually occupies 95.1% of total
DNN weights, we use identical DRAM size in systolic and stochastic
baselines and uBrain to ensure identical capability on diverse tasks.
For the compute stage, SC with no intra-layer HTDM for Conv1 and
Conv2 has the largest area, and the CPU baseline ranks the second.
SC-A has the best area among all stochastic baseline implementations, as it halves the computing kernel most aggressively, but
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(a) The Conv1 layer.
(a) Total BCI power.

(b) The Conv2 layer.

Figure 15: Impact of intra-layer HTDM on the area and power
of the Conv1 and Conv2 layers in uBrain. HG means the
computing units are halved G times. G max = log2 2> , where 2>
is the output count, e.g., 16 for Conv1 and 32 for Conv2.

(b) On-chip BCI power. CPU and systolic baselines run at the best power.

this does not leads to the best power in SC-P. Similar comparison
can be found among uBrain implementations. The systolic baseline
has the lowest on-chip area, as it is designed for recon�gurable
execution based on a partially parallel architecture, which comes
at the cost of high running frequency. In terms of the on-chip area,
uBrain-A exhibits 2.0⇥, 0.1⇥ and 1.3⇥ improvements over CPU,
systolic and SC-A designs. Area is the main price uBrain needs to
pay for performance, as each DNN layer has dedicated hardware.
5.3.2 Layerwise Area. The detail layerwise area is in Figure 14b.
Such layerwise comparison between the stochastic baseline and
uBrain emphasizes the advantages of our multiplier innovation.
First, we observe that stochastic implementations, i.e., SC, SC-A
and SC-P, always have a higher area than the corresponding uBrain
implementations. The largest area reduction across all implementations is 30.7⇥, occurring in Conv2 from SC to uBrain-A. The largest
area reduction across all best-area implementations is 2.9⇥ in FC6
from SC-A to uBrain-A. Second, in all layers, except MGU4, the
area ratio of the bottleneck in existing designs, i.e., the bitstream
generation logic with RNG and CMP, is reduced tremendously due
to the aggressive sharing, e�ectively demonstrating the advantage
of the proposed static multiplier for temporal coding in Figure 10
over the existing design in Figure 5a. The cost of bu�ers almost
maintains constant in each layer, as intra-layer HTDM only reduces the number of the computing units. For the MGU4 layer, the
proposed in-stream multiplier introduces negligible overheads to
the overall area, as the MatMul in Figure 11 dominates the area.
Figure 15 demonstrates that intra-layer HTDM reduces the area signi�cantly, especially when the data reuse is high, e.g., Conv2 area
ratio reduction is more signi�cant than that in Conv1.

latencies are 98.166ms at 1479MHz and 78.960ms at 400MHz, respectively. On the contrary, the stochastic baseline and uBrain
(except FC3) run below 4.2MHz with a �xed latency of 14 timestamps, i.e., 109.375ms, as in Figure 8. All those latencies satisfy
the requirement of the human reaction and movement time in Section 2.1.2, i.e., 250ms for total 32 timestamps. The iso-task-latency
frequency decrease over CPU and systolic baselines are 219.4⇥ and
18.6⇥, demonstrating that uBrain’s immediate signal processing after sensing lowers the running frequency signi�cantly by exploiting
the sense/store time for compute.

5.4

5.5

Frequency and Latency

The real-time requirement needs the current data window to be
processed before the next window is ready. With 128Hz sampling
frequency, the CPU and systolic baselines have a tunable latency depending on the running frequency, but exhibit an upper bound of 20
timestamps, as in Figure 1a. Further considering the max frequency
of the CPU and systolic baselines, the correspondent minimum

(c) Layerwise power.

Figure 16: Power comparison.

Power

5.5.1 Total Power. The overall BCI power is presented in Figure 16a.
uBrain-P outperforms all the rest, even uBrain-A, as more intralayer HTDM decreases the area but increases the dynamic power
due to higher frequency, e.g., in Figure 15a, H4 for Conv1 with
the smallest area has higher dynamic power than H3. For the isotask-latency total power, uBrain outperforms CPU and systolic
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baselines by 5.5⇥ and 1.6⇥. For the iso-task-latency DRAM dynamic
power, uBrain outperforms the systolic baseline by 2.8⇥, as uBrain’s
bandwidth, 0.14GB/s, is 2.1⇥ lower. For the sense power, uBrain
outperforms others by 2.6⇥. Above facts prove that uBrain o�ers
high power e�ciency at all hardware stages.
5.5.2 On-chip Power. The on-chip power is in Figure 16b. uBrain-P
exhibits 9.0⇥, 6.2⇥ and 2.0⇥ higher power e�ciency compared to
CPU, systolic and SC-P designs. The fact that uBrain-P has a higher
on-chip area but lower power than the systolic baseline con�rms the
key insight that immediate signal processing after sensing achieves
high power e�ciency by exploiting low dynamic power under low
running frequency and low-leakage techniques.
5.5.3 Layerwise Power. The layerwise power is given in Figure 16c.
The subunit power ratios of all layers are similar to their area ratios, except the RNG in SC FC3. This is because one input merely
controls one weight here, i.e., no RNG sharing for conditional bitstream generation leads to higher dynamic power. The highest
power reduction across all implementations and all best-power
implementations is 15.2⇥ in Conv2 from SC to uBrain-P and 3.1⇥
in FC3 from SC to uBrain, proving that intra-layer HTDM opens
opportunities to explore desirable trade-o�s between area and power.

5.6

Energy

When running at the best power, all designs have an identical
e�ective compute period of 10 timestamps, i.e., computations of the
current window in baselines are done just before the next window
is ready. Then, the comparison of energy, energy e�ciency and
energy delay product rolls back to comparing the best power, and
uBrain-P ranks the �rst.

6

CONCLUSION

In this work, we recognize that the existing brain computer interfaces lack immediate signal processing after sensing, providing
low task capability and suboptimal hardware e�ciency at all hardware stages. To address this, we propose a unary computing brain
computer interface, uBrain, with algorithm-hardware co-design.
uBrain leverages emerging deep neural networks to o�er high task
accuracy and diversity with customized unary operations. Its hardware is optimized with immediate signal processing after sensing
to boost the hardware e�ciency. Overall, uBrain exhibits 9.0⇥, 6.2⇥
and 2.0⇥ higher on-chip power e�ciency over the CPU, systolic
array, and stochastic computing baselines.
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